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Abstract

Mobile devices are quickly getting more powerful and more capable of performing computationally
expensive tasks. One of such tasks is Ray Tracing. A lot of research has been done both into the
process of accelerating Ray Tracing using Acceleration Structures, and into the computational power of
GPUs. However, with mobile GPUs having different architectures and limitations, not much research
has been done into the usage of such GPUs in the process of Ray Tracing. Our work tries to fill this
void by providing a performance analysis not only of Ray Tracing as a whole, but also the specific
performance of different Acceleration Structures and different techniques. As such, we implemented
an Android Application using OpenGL ES capable of Ray Tracing different scenes, applying several
Acceleration Structures and rendering techniques. This application was then used to gather results,
using measurements both provided by the application itself and third party tools. The gathered results
led us to conclude that, currently, mobile environments seem to favour Acceleration Structures that
use reduced memory bandwidth and ALU usage. We also concluded that using a Hybrid Rendering
Technique seems to be the best approach for current hardware.
Keywords: Ray Tracing, Acceleration Structures, Mobile Environment, Android, OpenGL ES

1. Introduction
Mobile devices have been subject a lot of devel-
opment over the last years. There are, however,
limitations, and developers are always searching for
optimizations that allows them to make the best
out of the available hardware. With this in mind,
nowadays, a mobile device is capable of rendering
graphically intensive applications with reasonable
quality and with a decent framerate.

One of such graphically intensive applications is
Ray Tracing. Several methods have been proposed,
to optimize Ray Tracing, to the point where it be-
comes feasible to use in a production environment.

One of the most used methods for accelerating
Ray Tracing is the usage of acceleration structures.
Acceleration structures help by reducing the num-
ber of intersection tests that have to be performed
during rendering. The performance of such struc-
tures, both by themselves and when compared to
each other, has been extensively studied. However,
with the rise of powerful mobile devices, we are now
at a turning point where such devices have become
powerful enough to run Ray Tracing applications.
But with all the differences between desktop and
mobile architectures, all the research that was made
into the performance of such structures is possibly
invalid when considering mobile environments.

With little to no research existing in this particu-

lar area, our main objective is to try provide a base-
line regarding Ray Tracing performance in a mobile
environment, as well as measuring and comparing
the performance of different acceleration structures
when used in such environments. With this we hope
to give insight to the current performance of the dif-
ferent structures and traversal methods, along with
an overview of their limitations and shortcomings.

With new technologies, like PowerVR and Di-
rectX DXR, Ray Tracing research is increasingly
relevant and we hope to further improve it.

2. Previous Work

The idea of using ray shooting for the generation
of images was first introduced by Arthur Appel in
1968 [1]. In his work, Appel presents an alterna-
tive for solving the ”hidden surface” problem when
rendering solid objects. Rays are shot from the vir-
tual camera, through each pixel, and into the scene.
Each ray is then tested for collisions against objects,
and the closest object is determined. The colour
that is returned depends on the properties of the
object the ray hits. Appel also hints at the usage
of ray shooting to shade the pixel. Shadows can
be computed by shooting a ”shadow ray” in the di-
rection of light sources in the scene to determine
if the corresponding light source is occluded. This
became the simplest form of ray tracing. Several
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Figure 1: Simple Ray Tracing

other techniques have been developed since that
provide much higher visual fidelity, by simulating
visual effects like reflections[8], soft shadows, depth-
of field[2] and even techniques that include global
illumination. This, however is outside the scope of
our work because our focus is the performance of
Acceleration Structures and not the visual fidelity
achieved with ray tracing.

2.1. Acceleration Structures
In Ray Tracing, ray-primitive intersection test-
ing takes most of the computational time. As
such minimizing the number of intersection tests
is paramount to achieving a good performance and
that can be achieved through the usage of acceler-
ation structures. For our research we chose to fo-
cus on the performance of KD-Trees and Bounding
Volume Hierarchies (BVHs) as these are considered
state of the art in ray tracing. Both these struc-
tures, when going through the construction phase,
make use of the Surface Area Heuristic (SAH) [3],
which is the most commonly used heuristic for ray
tracing performance, to determine what the best
splitting point is for each node that is being subdi-
vided. The SAH assumes that rays are uniformly
distributed in space and are not blocked by the ob-
jects in the scene. Under these assumptions and
assuming that both the costs of traversing a node
and of the ray-triangle intersection are known, then
the total cost of a split can be calculated. The cost
is based on the conditional probability of a ray hit-
ting a primitive inside a node while knowing that
the ray intersects the node. By using this heuris-
tic to subdivide space recursively, we maximize the
efficiency of the resulting structure. The SAH also
provides a termination criteria. When the calcu-
lated cost of the cheapest split is still greater than
the cost of the undivided parent node, then there is
no more need to continue subdividing.

2.1.1 Bounding Volume Hierarchies

Bounding Volume Hierarchies are based on bound-
ing volumes. A Bounding Volume Hierarchy (BVH)
is a tree in which the root consists of a bounding
volume that encloses the whole scene. Each internal
node is a bounding volume of a subset of objects of

its parent node. The leaves contain actual geome-
try to test against. This binary tree can then be
used to accelerate ray tracing.

The optimal subdivision scheme can be calcu-
lated in a number of ways. One way is to use the
SAH. At each node, the algorithm considers all po-
tential splitting planes and tries to choose the one
that minimizes the SAH cost of the node. If the
algorithm finds a split that minimizes the cost, the
node is split and children are created, otherwise,
the node is made a leaf and processing continues
upwards. This results in a BVH that minimizes the
overall SAH cost.

Regarding traversal of BVHs there have been sev-
eral algorithms proposed. Two algorithms are of
special interest to us:

• Stack-less Parent-Link Traversal - a link-based
algorithm that tries to provide the same traver-
sal order of the stack based algorithm while be-
ing stack-less. To achieve this, it uses extra in-
formation associated with each node, a parent
link, that points to the parent node of the cur-
rent node. It then uses the normal child links
to traverse from parent to child, and the new
parent links, to traverse from child to parent.

• Restart Trail Traversal - This algorithm tries to
adapt the KD-restart algorithm, used to tra-
verse KD-trees, to be used with BVHs. The
algorithm cannot be used directly because dif-
ferent nodes of the BVH may overlap. In-
stead, Laine [4] proposed using what he called
a ”trail”, which is a 32 or 64-bit code with in-
formation of what nodes have already been tra-
versed. This way, every time a restart happens,
the algorithm uses the trail to assure that no
node is visited twice.

2.1.2 KD-Trees

First introduced as a methods for fast-searching
of point in k-dimensional space, KD-Trees were
adapted to serve as an acceleration structure for
ray tracing. KD-Trees are a specific case of Binary
Space Partitioning (BSP) trees, that work by sub-
dividing space itself, as opposed to the BVHs which
subdivide primitives, in a recursive manner. This
means that a primitive can belong to more than one
child node, if it straddles a splitting plane. These
trees are usually built using a top-down approach in
which, each node, is recursively split creating two
child nodes.

Just like BVHs this subdivision can be based
on the SAH. A possible implementation for con-
struction in O(NlogN) was presented by Wald and
Havran [7] in 2006 using an ordered event list with
special list splitting rules. A similar process can
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be used for BVHs where each event in the list is
simply a primitive centroid and where splitting the
list is trivial because each primitive always belongs
to only one node. Several algorithms have been
proposed for the traversal of KD-trees. These algo-
rithms can be divided into two groups:

• Basic algorithms, developed for sequential
computing (Central Processing unit (CPU))

• Algorithms based on the sequential algorithms,
optimized for Graphics Processing Unit (GPU)

Given our focus on GPU based traversal, the second
group is of special interest to us, more specifically
these two algorithms:

• Kd-Push-Down Traversal - The Kd-Push-
Down algorithm expands Kd-Restart, which
works by moving a point along the ray and find-
ing the leaf where the point is located. When
this happens the ray is intersected with all the
objects contained in the leaf. If an intersection
is found, the algorithm terminates. Otherwise,
the exit point of the leaf node is calculated
and the search point is advanced to the outside
of the leaf bounding box and the cycle begins
again. By keeping the lowest depth-wise node
that contains the interval of intersection in its
entirety this node can then be used instead of
the root node when restarting the search.

• Kd-Backtrack Traversal - This algorithm adds
to each node the corresponding bounding box
and a pointer to the parent node. With this
added information the algorithm can avoid
restarting the search from the root node. In-
stead, every time the point is moved forward
along the ray path, the algorithm traverses
upwards the tree until the point lies inside
the bounding box of the node being traversed.
Then, the search proceeds downwards as usual.

2.2. Mobile Environment
Mobile architectures were created with several con-
straints in mind like power draw, heat dissipation
and size. This led to the creation of an architec-
ture that although powerful makes some compro-
mises. These compromises include reduced memory
bandwidth and limited shader resources. There are,
however, some things unique to mobile architecture,
like tile rendering, that provide new opportunities
for optimization.

3. Implementation
Considering that the focus of this research is on mo-
bile environments, and that it is done in partnership
with Samsung UK we chose to focus exclusively on
Android. Given our previous experience with de-
velopment of graphical applications using C++ and

OpenGL we chose to implement the core of our so-
lution using Native Code and OpenGL ES.

The application was developed and optimized for
on a Samsung Galaxy S8 (Model SM-G950U) with
a 64bit - Qualcomm Snapdragon 835 CPU and a
Qualcomm Adreno 540 GPU provided by Samsung
Research, UK.

While in an initial phase we implemented a CPU
based version of ray tracing, our focus quickly
shifted towards GPU based methods. Therefore the
CPU based implementation is not as optimized as
the GPU based one and serves more as a baseline
for the worst case performance of traditional, poorly
optimized CPU based ray tracing.

3.1. Ray Tracing Implementation

Considering that the focus of this research is the
performance of Acceleration Structures and not the
quality of Ray Tracing we chose to implement the
simplest of Ray Tracing methods. We simply cast
a primary and shadow rays for each pixel and use
this to shade the pixel.

Regarding ray intersection testing for ray-
triangle intersections we used the Möller–Trumbore
algorithm[5] and for Axis Aligned Bounding Box
(AABB)-ray intersections we used the Ray-Box In-
tersection Algorithm by Amy Williams[9].

Along the development process we also imple-
mented several approaches to the way primitives are
stored in Shader Storage Buffer Objects (SSBOs)
for the rendering process. Our initial approach was
to store each triangle vertex and each normal as a
vec3 with an extra float added as padding to pre-
vent issues. Our second approach was an attempt to
try and minimize the size used per primitive. To do
so we use the paddings of the three vertices to store
the first normal. Although this reduces the memory
needed for each primitive it also introduces extra
instructions to retrieve the information. Our last
approach was based on the fact that, while doing
intersection testing, normals are not used. There-
fore, all bandwidth used by the normals is waisted.
With this in mind our third approach consists of
separating the vertices and normals into two sepa-
rate SSBOs.

3.2. Acceleration Structures Implementa-
tion

For the CPU rendering methods we implemented
KD-Tree, BVHs and Regular Grids, with one
traversal algorithm per Acceleration Structure with
traversal being single-threaded.

For the GPU rendering methods we chose to im-
plement only KD-Trees and BVHs. We chose not
to implement Regular Grids given time constraints
and the fact that it’s been shown that they are con-
sistently outperformed by BVHs and KD-Trees ex-
cept in very specific situations.[6]
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3.2.1 KD-Tree Implementation

The construction of KD-Trees in our implementa-
tion is done using the SAH algorithm by Wald and
Havran described in the Previous Work section.
Our current implementation allows for the creation
of empty leaf nodes. However it does not perform
triangle clipping. Regarding the SAH Ctraversal
and Cintersection values, by experimenting with
several values we concluded that mobile architec-
tures tend to favour wider, shallower trees. As such,
the Ctraversal and Cintersection values that we
found to be efficient all around are 3.0 and 1.5 re-
spectively.

The memory layout for KD-Tree nodes varies ac-
cording to which traversal algorithm is being used.

(a) KD-Pushdown node layout

(b) KD-Backtrack node layout

Figure 2: Layout of KD-Tree nodes. vMin and
vMax represent the node bounding box.

The possible node layouts are shown in Figure 2.
Another difference between trees for the two traver-
sal methods is that building the tree for the KD-
Backtrack traversal method, we do not allow per-
fectly flat nodes. This is done to avoid precision
related issues when traversing the tree. For traver-
sal we chose to implement the KD-Pushdown and
KD-Backtrack algorithms. For the KD-Pushdown
algorithm we did some changes to try and mini-
mize branching when doing Near-Far classification.
For the KD-Backtrack algorithm there were no such
changes considering that the algorithm itself does
no Near-Far classification.

3.2.2 BVH Implementation

In our implementation, the construction of BVHs
is very similar to that of the KD-Trees as was de-
scribed in the Previous Work section. Like with
KD-Trees, after experimenting with several values,
we came to the conclusion that, again, wider, shal-
lower trees tend to perform best. As such the val-
ues chosen for Ctraversal and Cintersection were,
again, 3.0 and 1.5 respectively.

The memory layout for BVH nodes also varies
according to which traversal method is being used.
The possible layouts are shown in Figure 3.

(a) BVH Trail traversal node layout

(b) BVH Parent traversal node layout

Figure 3: Layout of BVH nodes. vMin and vMax
represent the node bounding box.

For GPU traversal we implemented the Trail
traversal along with the Parent-Link traversal al-
gorithm.

3.3. GPU Rendering Methods
In the current implementation several rendering
processes are available. Regardless of what render-
ing process is chosen, the application starts by con-
structing the selected acceleration structure along
with the auxiliary structures for primitive storage.
These structures are then copied to GPU memory
as SSBOs. The application also uploads creates
Vertex Array Object (VAO) containing a full-screen
quad that is then used for the every rendering pro-
cess. The drawing process, however, changes ac-
cording to which rendering process is selected:

• Using Fragment Shaders - the application ren-
ders a full-screen quad using a very simple
vertex shader. The fragment shader is then
responsible for ray tracing the corresponding
pixel. In this case all the code for ray trac-
ing and structure traversal is contained in the
Fragment Shader.

• Using Compute Shaders - the application per-
forms a two step process. In the first step the
application dispatches the necessary compute
workgroups so that each thread processes a
pixel of the final image. The result of this first
step is stored in an Image Buffer which is then
utilized on the second step as a texture. The
second pass simply draws a full-screen quad,
using the texture generated in the first step.

• Using a Hybrid Shading Technique - the ap-
plication, not only creates a VAO containing
the full-screen quad, but also a second VAO
containing the entire geometry for the scene
being rendered. This second VAO is used in
the first phase of the rendering process, where
the application issues a drawcall to draw all
the primitives using rasterization. This first
phase outputs the calculated normals to the
color attachment. This is done by encoding
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the normal using the (normal ∗ 0.5 + 1) for-
mula. From this first step a depth buffer is also
generated. These two buffers are then used on
the second phase of the drawing process where
the full-screen quad is rendered. By using two
shader extensions the application is capable of
retrieving the values that were created in the
first pass from the framebuffer. These values
are then used to create and cast the shadow ray
which then triggers a structure traversal. For
this rendering method all the ray tracing logic
is in the Fragment shader of the second pass.

4. Evaluation
For the evaluation of the implemented algorithms,
we used both metrics gathered by our own appli-
cation, as well as metrics gathered by external ap-
plications. All test were performed using a Sam-
sung Galaxy S8 (Model SM-G950U) with a 64bit -
Qualcomm Snapdragon 835 CPU and a Qualcomm
Adreno 540 GPU provided by Samsung. While test-
ing, the device was kept at high performance set-
tings with a display resolution of 2220x1080 pixels.

4.1. Application Metrics
While rendering using ray tracing, the application
provides several measures related to the rendering
process. These measurements are displayed below
the rendering window and are as follows:

• Framerate - expressed in Frames-per-Second
(FPS) is one of the most used metrics for mea-
suring graphical performance. It measures how
many times the image that is being presented
by the graphics engines updates every second.
Higher numbers of frames per second equate
to an image with smoother, more fluid move-
ments.

• Rays per Second - expressed in millions of rays
per second. While FPS tend to be dependent
on several factors like rendering resolution and
early traversal exits Rays-per-Second (RPS)
more accurately describes the raw ray tracing
power of the underlying hardware.

• Structure Size - expressed in KBytes. Repre-
sents the overall size of the generated acceler-
ation structure.

The application also provides the option to out-
put a heatmap representing the number of node
traversals for each pixel, instead of the standard
output. This was done through the usage of
OpenGL ES Atomic Counters. By implementing a
counter inside the shader that is incremented every
time a node is traversed, we can easily obtain the
number of traversed nodes. As an effort to keep re-
sults consistent, we consider that a node is traversed

when it is fetched from the acceleration structure
Shader Storage Buffer Object (SSBO). The appli-
cation then outputs an interpolation between sev-
eral colors according to the number of traversed
nodes.

4.2. External Tools
The only external tool used to profile the applica-
tion was the Qualcomm Snapdragon Profiler, an ap-
plication developed by Qualcomm that allows devel-
opers to profile Android devices with Snapdragon
processors. The application provides several met-
rics of interest to our work in real time:

• SP Memory Read - Number of bytes read from
memory by the Shader Processors per second.

• % Shader ALU Capacity Utilized - % of max-
imum shader ALU capacity that is being uti-
lized.

• % Time ALUs Working - % of time the ALUs
are working while the shaders are busy.

• ALU/Fragment - Average number of ALU in-
structions performed per fragment.

4.3. Test Scenes and Test Methodology
All test scenes used in our test are scenes that have
been extensively used to benchmark ray tracing.
The scenes that we decided to use are shown in
Figure 4.

(a) Cornell Box (b) Buddha

(c) Fairy Forest (d) Crytek Sponza

Figure 4: Scenes selected for testing.

The reasoning behind the choice of these scenes
was to try provide a wide array of scenes with differ-
ent characteristics. The Cornell Box scene is a sim-
ple one, with very few primitives, while the Cornell
Buddha is a more complex scene with a higher num-
ber of primitives, but still reasonable. The Fairy
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Cornell Box Buddha Fairy Forest Crytek Sponza

Struct Size # Nodes Struct Size # Nodes Struct Size # Nodes Struct Size # Nodes
KD-Backtrack 0,61 Kb 13 6,5Mb 139k 1,2Mb 250k 15Mb 320k
KD-Pushdown 0,20 Kb 13 2,2Mb 139k 3,9Mb 253k 5Mb 322k
BVH Parent-Link 0,52 Kb 11 3,1Mb 66k 5Mb 107k 6,3Mb 134k
BVH Trail 0,34 Kb 11 2,1Mb 66k 3,3Mb 107k 4,2Mb 134k

Table 1: My caption

Forest scene was chosen as it is a prime example of
the ”Teapot in a Stadium” problem where a high
polygon count object is inside a large area with low
polygon count. Lastly the Crytek Sponza Scene was
chosen for it’s high complexity to try and test the
limits of our application.

All the test performed use the exact scenes shown
above. The application always renders a 1024x1024
image. As such all the results that will be presented
are for 1024x1024 resolution. We also restart the
application between every test.

5. Results
5.1. Acceleration Structure Comparison
5.1.1 Structure Size

One of the most important things regarding the us-
age of Acceleration Structures is the size they oc-
cupy. This is especially important on mobile envi-
ronments where memory, and memory bandwidth
is not as available as in desktop architectures. As
such, it is important to provide an overview of the
size of each Acceleration Structure.

In Table ?? we show the structure size for each of
the traversal methods for each of the test scenes as
well as the size of the underlying structures in to-
tal number of nodes. The difference in the number
of node for both traversal methods for KD-Trees is
due to the limitation previously mentioned regard-
ing perfectly flat nodes.

As we can see BVHs have a considerable advan-
tage regarding the total number of nodes generated.
This, however, does not necessarily translate to a
smaller structure size as node layout also plays an
important role. And, although size as an impact on
performance, it is not the only deciding factor, as
we will see in the following section.

5.1.2 Performance

To test the performance of different acceleration
structures we performed a series of tests using a
combination of all the traversal methods and all
the scenes. For these particular tests we used only
the Fragment Shader Renderer along with a nor-
mal primitive layout. This was done to reduce the
number of tests and to provide a greater focus on
what is being compared, by removing unnecessary
variables.

Figure 5: Graph of the Read Total values for each
structure.

Figure 5 shows the results obtained from all the
test runs. Although the KD-Pushdown traversal
excels at scenes with lower number of primitives it
quickly falls off when the scene gets more complex.
On the other hand, the BVH Trail traversal has the
best results with more complex scenes.

To understand the performance differences be-
tween each traversal methods we began by creating
traversal heatmaps for each traversal method and
each scene. In Figure 6 a subset of the heatmaps
generated is shown. The Fairy Forest scene was
chosen for this comparison as it better showcases
the differences between traversal methods.

(a) KD-Backtrack (b) KD-
Pushdown

(c) BVH-Parent (d) BVH-Trail

Figure 6: Heatmap of the fairy scene for all struc-
tures.
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As the figure shows, the KD-Pushdown algorithm
is the worst in terms of traversed nodes. The best
is the BVH Trail, with KD-Backtrack and BVH
Parent-Link showing similar results. This supports
the results obtained previously and seems to indi-
cate that the number of traversed nodes is heav-
ily correlated to the performance of an algorithm.
Considering that the main performance impact of
traversing a node is ont the memory bandwidth us-
age, the next step was to try and verify what these
results meant in terms of memory bandwidth. The
results gathered can be seen in Figure 7.

Figure 7: SP Memory Read values for each struc-
ture.

The results show that algorithms based on KD-
Trees utilize much more memory bandwidth than
those based on BVHs. One possible explanation for
this is the increased number of nodes in KD-Trees.
With increased node numbers it is much more prob-
able that, for each new node traversed, there is a
need to execute a memory fetch. This is because
each memory fetch to local memory is less probable
to contain the next node that needs to be traversed
next.

However, with memory bandwidth not fully ex-
plaining the deltas in performance between meth-
ods, we also analysed the impact of each method on
the ALU. The results can be seen in Figure 8.

Figure 8: ALU instructions per fragment.

As the results show the KD-Backtrack algorithm
has the least overall amount of ALU instructions.
This is possibly due to the fact that it does no Near-
Far classification, and, consequently, does fewer in-
structions per node traversed than other traversal
methods.

On the opposite end, the traversal method with
most ALU instructions per fragment is the KD-
Pushdown. This is possibly derived from the ex-
tra traversal steps that the algorithm takes because
of the increased number of nodes in the underlying
KD-Tree. This along with the high memory band-
width usage makes for the worst performance of all
the traversal methods.

These results seem to indicate that traversal
methods with fewer ALU instructions per fragment
have better performance. There is, however, the
exception of the KD-Backtrack traversal. This is
possibly due to the memory bandwidth usage we
saw earlier. Despite having fewer ALU instructions
per fragment, the traversal is slowed down by the
higher memory requirements. It seems that the cur-
rent performance of the traversal algorithms seems
to be limited by a combination of ALU processing
power, number of memory accesses and bandwidth
limitations. However, the strongest limitation ap-
pears to be the number of traversed nodes, more
specifically the number of accesses to the SSBOs
that contain the acceleration structure.

5.2. Primitive Layout Comparison
To analyse the differences in performance for the
different primitive layouts in the shader a series
of test were ran using a combination of different
scenes, different traversal methods and different
primitive layouts. In Figure 9 we can see the re-
sults obtained when varying the type of layout for
the primitives.

The results show that the usage of the compact
layout not always equates to better performance.
This is possibly due to the fact that the compact
layout needs a few extra instructions to retrieve the
stored normal. The split layout on the other hand
consistently provides either similar or better results.

To better understand what the impact of these
changes might be on a memory level the next step
was to perform a memory bandwidth analysis. To
do so, a series of tests using the Snapdragon Pro-
filer was ran. For these tests only the Cornell Box
and Buddha scenes being used, each representing
simpler and more complex scenes. The results are
shown in Figures 10 and 11.

The results show that there is a clear improve-
ment in memory bandwidth usage from using the
compact and split layouts with split layout having
the best results. Having vertices and normals sep-
arated means that no bandwidth is wasted on nor-
mals that are not being used. This maximizes the
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Figure 9: Graph showing performance for different primitive layouts.

Figure 10: Memory bandwidth usage when varying
primitive layout for the Cornell Box Scene.

number of vertices fetched at a time in turn requir-
ing less fetches for more vertices.

These results also show that these improvements
seem to be more pronounced in scenes with higher
geometric complexity.

With scenes having more geometry, and conse-
quently more accesses to the structures containing
the scene geometry, optimizations on primitive lay-
out become more important and have a bigger im-
pact in memory bandwidth usage.

Figure 11: Memory bandwidth usage when varying
primitive layout for the Buddha Scene.

5.3. SAH Costs Comparison

One of the ways to optimize KD-Trees and BVHs
built using the SAH is to tweak the values for
traversal and intersection cost given to the construc-
tion function. Usually, having the intersection cost
higher than the traversal yields better results. To
test this we performed several test runs using a com-
bination of all the scenes, all the traversal methods
and four different scenarios for the cost values.

The results of our test runs are condensed in the
graph shown in Figure 12.

As shown by the results, having an intersection
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Figure 12: Test.

cost lower than the traversal cost provides the best
results overall. The results also show that, over-
all, it is best to keep the traversal cost only slightly
higher than the intersection cost. To understand
what kind of impact changing these values has on
the traversal process we did a heatmap analysis,
again, using the Fairy Forest scene as it better em-
phasises the differences between traversal methods.

Figure 13: Heatmap comparison between different
values. Above is traversal cost of 3,5 and inter-
section cost of 1. Below is traversal cost of 1 and
intersection cost of 3,5.

As expected, reducing the cost of traversal
equates to a higher number of node traversal nec-
essary per pixel. Considering our previous results
that seemed to indicate that the number of traversal
is heavily correlated to the performance of a traver-
sal algorithm, these heatmaps support the perfor-
mance numbers shown in Figure 12.

5.4. Rendering Techniques Comparison

The developed application has three different ap-
proaches to rendering to choose from. To com-
pare the performance for each different approach we
tested a combination of all traversal methods with
all the scenes using all three rendering approaches.
Figure 14 shows the results we obtained.

As we can see, rendering using Fragment Shaders
and rendering using Compute Shaders is very simi-
lar. This is possibly due to the process of rendering
being extremely similar with Compute Shaders just
adding the extra step of rendering the full screen
quad which, considering the sizes used for our ren-
derings, and the current frame rates achieved, as
minimal impact in FPS.

While Fragment and Compute rendering pro-
cesses had very similar performance, the Hybrid
Rendering process distinguished itself by having a
significantly better performance than other render-
ing methods. This was to be expected given that
the ray tracing process is much more computation-
ally expensive than the simple rasterization, with
essentially no fragment shading, needed for Hybrid
rendering.

Overall our results seem to indicate that using
Hybrid Rendering is the best approach when im-
plementing Ray Tracing on mobile. However, more
complex types of ray tracing may benefit from using
Fragment and Compute Shader based rendering.

6. Conclusions
With existing papers focusing on the development
of entirely new mobile architectures focused on ray
tracing there is little to no research exploring the ca-
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Figure 14: Graph comparing the performance of different rendering methods.

pabilities of current mobile architectures. Our work
tries to fill this void by providing an overall analy-
sis of the performance of what is considered state of
the art when implemented in mobile environments.
Our main goal was to establish a basis for future
research into the potential of mobile environments.
There is a lot of possible future work resulting from
or research. We also have the intention to publish a
paper detailing our research and what our findings
were.
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